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Abstract:  As usage of the social media, internet and E commerce, digital marketing has become gold mine 

of data for business analytics. Social media like facebook and twitter have given increased and easy access, 

open platform to informal communications. Every digital moment of life is being captured and analysed 

through using business models and analytics. Online, real time data and its analysis need application of 

Sentiment analysis thought to such unstructured data. 

 

The Researcher reveals the application of sentiment analysis to unstructured social media data. By applying 

syntactic context positive and negative classification of demonetization decision related tweets can predict 

overall sentiments and common concerns of people expressing them on social media. Similarly any 

administrative or government decision influencing to societal life can be studied for analysis of overall 

positive or negative attitude towards decision. 
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I. INTRODUCTION: 

Sentiment analysis has become important, as major organizations and governments are trying to predict and 

judge overall sentiments of common people influencing any particular decision made and its impact on 

society. Social media is immense, easy source of ample data but due to its unstructured form, analysis of such 

data is challenging task which has given rise to domain of sentiment analysis research. So Business analysts, 

researchers and academicians are being attracted to sentiment analysis. 

 

The proposed study simply focus social media text mining to come up with overall sentiments of common 

people are positive or negative. The researcher aims to analyze pre processing techniques, tokenization and 

term frequency calculations to form result classes. And also to represent these classes using visual techniques 

to identify and judge overall level of positive or negative impact of demonetization on common people 

through their tweet discussions.  

 

 

II. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY: 

 

Researcher has extracted data for twitter social media tweets dataset from online data source available in 

.csv dataset format [4].  And then preprocessing will be applied to get refined set of terms or words, which 

will to be used for sentiment analysis to track positive terms which supports to demonetization decision or 

frequency of negative terms will represent negative impact on society. Total 500 tweet records (sample size) 

are considered to study positive or negative impact of demonetization.  

 

II.1 Sample Size and Scope: 

 Sample Size – 500 tweet records     

 Source-https://www.kaggle.com/arathee2/demonetization-in-india-twitter-data 

 Scope- Only Twitter Social Media data is considered for analysis. 

 

http://www.jetir.org/
https://www.kaggle.com/arathee2/demonetization-in-india-twitter-data
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II.2 Tools and standards: 

Researcher has applied the experiment using R- programming tool.   

 RStudio Version- 1.1.383 

 R -3.4.3 

 tidytext text ming package[8] 

 

 

II.3 Task Plan/Schedule: 

A tidytext package provides functionality to tokenize data and to handle data with more effective and easier 

ways by considering text format being a table with one-token per row. With tidytext package one can break 

text into individual tokens and can apply necessary analysis techniques and visualization for the same can be 

created using ggplot2 package. 

  

 Apply Pre-Processing: 

 Removal of stopwords, punctuation marks, whitespaces, numbers and noisy data 

 Detect sentiment term in refined dataset terms. 

 Determine term words, frequency and probability of occurrence  

i. e. Quantify Polarity 

 

A common method of text mining is applied here where frequency of identified terms and probability is 

calculated. And Comparative analysis for the terms (words) with predefined set of terms can track sentiment 

in two classes. 

 

 Identify positive and negative terms. 

 Determine positive and negative classes for entire data with positive attitude and negative 

attitude. 

 Analyze the classes to get overall sentiment on tweets of demonetization. 

 Create Visualization – plot graphs using gplot2 for generated dataset. 

 Apply measures of interestingness as accuracy, recall, precision and F score. 

 

Measures of interestingness considers positive, negative with more precision for comparative 

analysis in form of true positive, false positive, true negative and false negative classes. In future 

work researcher aims to identify these classes as input parameter to pass to get precision, accuracy, 

recall and F Score. With the same intention researcher focuses to track classified outcome for 

sentiment attitude in the proposed study. 

 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS: 

 

As shown in figure no.1, quantification of term frequency to probability helps to identify proposition and 

size of occurrence of term in entire tweets set. 

 

Figure No.1 
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With syntactic reference of tidytext analysis,  it is identified that each processed frequent term is postive or 

negative, as shown in Figure no. 2. The figure shows that, the graph specific negative or postive term and 

relative occurrence level(frequency) and data matrix for each term is generated as shown in figure no.4. 

 

Figure no. 2   

 

 
 

The resultant terms are identified for each positive and negative occurrence exact sentiment measure to 

either yes or no in form of 1 or -1 as shown in figure No. 3. 

 

 

Figure No.3 
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The Figure No. 3 shows that, the exact attitude for particular term is determined with binary representation 

for existence of positivity or negativity of sentiment. Further for the same term total sentiment is represented 

in -1 representing negative attitude and +1 representing positive attitude for the term used. 

 

Figure No.4  

 

 
To analyse overall sentiments on twitter dataset, the researcher considered 500 tweets and after 

preprocessing filtered and identified total terms expressing sentiments which are aggregated to form two 

classes as overall Positive and Negative Sentiment. As shown in figure No. 4, and Table No. 1 
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Table No.1 

 

Sr. No. Sentiment n 

1 Positive 27 

2 Negative 47 

 Total 74 

Where n= number of frequency for total positive terms(words) and total negative terms(words) 

 

Figure No. 5 

 
  

The figure no. 5 shows that, 47 total words are negative and 27 total no. of words are positive. So, 63.52% 

sample data from 500 twitter records representing negative opinion/attitude towards demonetization 

decision. And rest 36.48 only is representing positive attitude for demonetization decision. 

 

That means overall attitude predicts that the common people have the opinion that the demonetization have 

negative impact in their lifestyle. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH: 

 

The above study considers and predicts only based on syntactic context with reference to tidytext package. 

In future research, the researcher has planned to focus on other dimensions semantic in form of literary and 

psychological parameters and further to classify with multivalve logic or in the form of certainty factor to 

define ranges of not having exact meaning. 

 

Further the researcher would like to apply classification of positive and negative words and their probability 

for quantifying into the scale of sentiments as shown in table no.2. 

 

Table no.2 

Sr. No. Sentiment Class Probability Range 

1 True Positive 0.5 to 1 

2 False Positive 0 to 0.5 

3 True Negative 0.5 to 1 

4 False Negative 0 to 0.5 

 

So based on resultant data researcher can apply measures of interestingness as accuracy, recall, precision 

and F score to analyze and predict specific overall sentiment. 

 

http://www.jetir.org/
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